Midterm grades are lower this year

By Terry Moore

More students received less than a 2.0, or "C," cumulative grade point index at midterm this semester, than did last semester, according to Academic Dean, Gerald Cox.

"The new form is more development-alc than the old form," said Toscano, because it is geared towards improving teaching effectiveness. While the old form was based on evaluations used by other colleges and universities, the new form is based on approximately 660 student evaluations at the University of California, Kansas, and Minnesota, according to Toscano. "Another difference is the new form does not have student anonymity. The new form tries to get input about the teacher through the students assessment of his own progress," said Toscano. He also "alerts students to ask what teaching is and what learning is all about," said Toscano.

"Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenure and salary evaluation. The most positive use of student evaluations is for the instructor," said Toscano. "A lot of feedback is intended to be effective teaching," he said. "Students are asked to take them (evaluation forms) seriously, because they are considered very important," he said. "Are you really, ready, and used," According to Academic Dean, Louis Zuccarello. They are "used" by the department chairpersons to review evaluation which must be submitted to the Academic Dean. In the Faculty Development Committee reviews them for promotion, tenur...
**Weekend Happenings**

CUB

**Friday**

Flash, 7-9 p.m., in the Fashion Design Showroom the second-floor store presents the annual fall fashion show. Admission: $1.50.

**Saturday**

MOWIE

Midnight Express, Newhouse, Hyde Park, 8:15 p.m.

Movie

**EASY STREET**

10:00 p.m., Alt-Hills Arts Center, Box 4, East Coast Blvd.

Movie

**Last Chance, Main Mall**

Security probe begun; details undisclosed

by Dave Powers

Security director Joseph Waddett said an investigation is being conducted concerning an alleged security violation. Waddett said he cannot reveal any conclusions of the investigation because it is still in progress. However, Waddett did disclose that the investigation has uncovered "suspicious activity." He said the sources were "the symptoms of an organized crime organization, including security violations, and Waddett said that the investigation is continuing.

"The investigation is "determined to be an organized crime," Waddett added. "The investigation is ongoing and Waddett said that the investigation is continuing.

Mailboxes to be more secure

by Lisa Christensen

There will be a more secure mailbox system soon for students at Marist. Assistant security director Anthony Campilii said the college is getting new mailboxes from the company that makes the mailboxes used at other area colleges.

As an extra security measure, Campilii said, people can order a new mailbox for $25. People who order a new mailbox can get a new key for the lock for $10. The new mailbox system will be installed by the company that makes the mailboxes.

New food plan discussed

by Chris Riggs

The Marist food committee is considering "possible alternatives to the current food plan," according to committee chairman Anthony Campilii. The committee is considering a number of options, including a "pay-per-meal plan" and a "pay-per-course plan," according to Campilii. The committee is also considering a "pay-per-hour plan," according to Campilii.

According to Campilii, students are not satisfied with the current food plan. He said the committee is "working on a new food plan" and that the committee will make a decision in the next few months.
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Inquiring Photographer

Question: Do you think teachers should be allowed to take photos of students without their consent?

Student: It's a grey area. It depends on the situation and the relationship between the teacher and the student.

Students: It's a grey area. It depends on the situation and the relationship between the teacher and the student.
**LETTERS**

**Thanks fans**

To the editor:

On the occasions of the College's victory games, especially in football, it is hard to say thank you enough. For weeks before the big game the students, faculty, and administration have worked overtime to prepare for it. On the game day itself, to see the student body so united was a sight to behold. The team always had fantastic records but never were sure they could pull it off. But they did. They did.

As bright as the sun when the clouds disappear, the team always had our support, and that's the best kind of support.

At the beginning of the game, the stadium was filled with people. The student body was left. The bright green fusion of the game. The students were there. The team always had that support and that's the best kind of support.

At the end of the game, the stadium was filled with people. The student body was left. The bright green fusion of the game. The students were there. The team always had that support and that's the best kind of support.

Alone, we are a great deal. Together, we are a great deal more.

I say this not only as a fan but more importantly as a friend and student of the university.

- John Doe

**Everyone will benefit**

In many colleges, it is a priority to publish a general student-consensus of teacher evaluations with high-quality information. Student evaluations are important. They are used as the main criteria for assessment and improvement. They provide necessary information for the promotion, retention, and dismissal of teachers. In addition, they help identify the areas of weakness in the curriculum and instruction.

However, the evaluation process is not without challenges. For instance, there are concerns about the reliability and validity of student evaluations. They may be influenced by personal biases, social desirability, or the desire to please the teacher. Moreover, the use of numerical scores can lead to the misinterpretation of student feedback.

In order to address these challenges, it is crucial to consider alternative methods of evaluation. For example, peer and self-assessment can provide valuable insights into students' learning experiences. Additionally, using open-ended questions and qualitative feedback can encourage deeper reflection and improve the quality of the evaluation.

In conclusion, while student evaluations are an important component of the evaluation process, it is essential to consider multiple perspectives and methods to ensure the validity and reliability of the feedback. This will benefit both the students and the faculty, leading to a more effective and engaging learning environment.

- Jane Smith

**Coeds recall first days at Marist**

**by Jane Neighbors**

A coeds, as an athletic team, and male permitted to visit campus only as guests. The college administration has traditionally emphasized the importance of maintaining a positive image in the community. This is especially true among the coeds, who are the primary beneficiaries of this policy.

However, the policy has also been criticized by some as being too strict. It is stated that many male students are unable to fully experience the college environment due to these restrictions. As a result, there have been efforts to modify the policy in recent years, with some success.

Overall, the policy has been effective in promoting a safe and inclusive environment for all students. It is hoped that this success can be maintained in the future.

**MISSION STATEMENT**

Coeds are the primary beneficiaries of the policy, which has been in place for over fifty years. The policy has been effective in promoting a positive image for the college and ensuring the safety of all students.

- John Doe

**Cosmas recall the first days at Marist**

**by Cosmas Lark-Landon**

A coeds, as an athletic team, and male permitted to visit campus only as guests. The college administration has traditionally emphasized the importance of maintaining a positive image in the community. This is especially true among the coeds, who are the primary beneficiaries of this policy.

However, the policy has also been criticized by some as being too strict. It is stated that many male students are unable to fully experience the college environment due to these restrictions. As a result, there have been efforts to modify the policy in recent years, with some success.

Overall, the policy has been effective in promoting a safe and inclusive environment for all students. It is hoped that this success can be maintained in the future.

**MISSION STATEMENT**

Coeds are the primary beneficiaries of the policy, which has been in place for over fifty years. The policy has been effective in promoting a positive image for the college and ensuring the safety of all students.

- John Doe

---

**FRANKS**

**Across from Marist**

**by Marist College**

A coeds, as an athletic team, and male permitted to visit campus only as guests. The college administration has traditionally emphasized the importance of maintaining a positive image in the community. This is especially true among the coeds, who are the primary beneficiaries of this policy.

However, the policy has also been criticized by some as being too strict. It is stated that many male students are unable to fully experience the college environment due to these restrictions. As a result, there have been efforts to modify the policy in recent years, with some success.

Overall, the policy has been effective in promoting a safe and inclusive environment for all students. It is hoped that this success can be maintained in the future.

**MISSION STATEMENT**

Coeds are the primary beneficiaries of the policy, which has been in place for over fifty years. The policy has been effective in promoting a positive image for the college and ensuring the safety of all students.

- John Doe

---

**MEET AT MIKE’S TAVERN**

**Always a nightly special**

**MON. VODKA 50**

**TUES. RUM/BEER 50**

**WED. RYE 50**

**THURS. GIN 50**

**FRI. TEQUILA 50**

**SAT. SCOTCH 75**

happy hour 4-7

DRAFT 15'

FRI. SPECIAL Bottle Beer-12 oz. - Bud, Miller, Lite, Genny, all 50!

All imported 12 Bottle Beer - 75- 3:30 P.M. Till 7:00 P.M.

25 MAIN STREET
TIME TESTED

U.S. MARINES

Do you want to hear about some unusual career opportunities available to men and women while they stay in school and after they graduate? Marine Corps career programs...

**Testing and interviews for interested individuals will be conducted Mon. Dec. 4, Wed. Dec. 7.**

**Do you want to hear about some unusual career opportunities available to men and women in the Poughkeepsie area—while they stay in school and after they graduate? Marine Corps career programs...**

**The Marines Officer Selection Team will be visiting the following colleges in the Poughkeepsie area:**

- **MARIST COLLEGE-DEC. 4, 5 & 6**
- **DUTCHESSE COMMUNITY COLLEGE-DEC. 6 & 7**
- **SUNY NEW PALTZ-DEC. 4 & 5**

Testing and interviews for interested individuals will be conducted Mon. Dec. 4, Wed. Dec. 7 at the Holiday Inn in Poughkeepsie (Route 9 and Sharon Road) 6 PM TO 9 PM

---

**Volleyballers lose last home match**

**By Pat Larkin**

The Marist College women's volleyball team lost its last home match of the season Tuesday night in three straight games to Siena College, 15-3, 15-10, and 15-9.

The Red Foxes opened up against New Paltz and defeated them 15 games to 10 but fell 3-0 to Siena. The Foxes finished 15th in the regular season this Saturday against Niagara, 3-0.

---

**Marist crew team competes against best in regattas**

**By Pat Larkin**

The Marist College crew team has been competing against some of the best in the nation. According to Coach Andy Meyn, "we've been competing against the best in the country and trying to improve our own standard of play.

The team has been practicing five days a week, including Wednesday nights in the McCann Center, with the help of their coaching staff and experienced rowers.

---

**Marist beats Manhattan**

By Ken Neary

The Red Foxes won their first game of the season and their first as a varsity team last Saturday as they downed Manhattan, 14-9. The game also marked the first victory for new head coach Mike Melito.

After losing the first seven games of the season, Marist fell behind to the Jaspers after a Manhattan field goal at 6:52 of the game. But back-to-back goals by Marist's Kevin O'Connor and a 26 yard pass to tight end Dave Prack virtually clinched Marist's first win with his interception on the Marist 36.

The game was also marked by the end of co-captain John Kelly's Marist careers. After a Manhattan field goal with 10:23 of the game remaining in the third quarter, Marist could not overcome that deficit.

Against New Paltz in the first game, Marist fell behind 9-3 early in the second game. They fell behind 9-3 early in the second game, but recovered to trail by one, 12-10. However, New Paltz maintained their composure to win the match 15-3...
Booters qualify for NCAA's

Seniors lead Marist to victory over R.P.I.

by John Mayer

The Marist College soccer team will play at Southern Connecticut State College tomorrow at 1 p.m. in the National Collegiate Athletic Association New York-New England Regional Division II Final. If the booters are the first team in Marist history to qualify for the NCAA playoffs, the winner of tomorrow's game will advance to the regional finals next week against the University of Hartford and University of New Haven teams.

The Marist National Championships will take place December 1 and 2 in Miami.

Head Coach Howard Goldman said: "I'm very pleased, but pleased at checking the NCAA's, said the Red Foxes will play the game "one at a time." The booters beat regular season winner to a 2-1 double overtime victory against R.P.I., gave Marist the goal scored by Jimmy Van Wagner on 9th left in the first half. The Marist goalie who made a defensive save last Wednesday the Red Foxes dropped a tough double overtime loss against Montclair State. Marco DeFillipis beat Marist 3-0 in the first half. The Marist players said the game "was a very competitive program."

He said the program is "starting at ground zero," but "we have a strong nucleus. His long range goal is to have "a very successful team.""

Van Wagner does not have the option of giving scholarships like the basketball programs. However, he said he did contact all of this year's freshmen. He said the program is "freshmen orientated" there is a "higher level of stress," placed it on the swimmers. Van Wagner has added freshmen, have a hard time adjusting to the academic environment are placed in and conclude "it is a very enjoyable" he said the team is handling the situation well.

Van Wagner said the team's budget is minimal. However, he said it is the team's first year and he added Ron Petro, athletic director, was able to give the team's money for housing expenses for the year. The Red Foxes will have a scrimmage at Vassar on Tuesday. Van Wagner said the attitude of the Vassar program is "recreational," while the Marist program is geared towards a "more competitive" attitude.

Starting at ground zero

The Marist College swimming team, competing in its first varsity season, has "no where to go but upward," according to Head Coach Howard Goldman.

He said the program is "starting at ground zero," but "we have a strong nucleus. His long range goal is to have "a very successful team.""

Van Wagner does not have the option of giving scholarships like the basketball programs. However, he said he did contact all of this year's freshmen. He said the program is "freshmen orientated" there is a "higher level of stress," placed it on the swimmers. Van Wagner has added freshmen, have a hard time adjusting to the academic environment are placed in and conclude "it is a very enjoyable" he said the team is handling the situation well.

Van Wagner said the team's budget is minimal. However, he said it is the team's first year and he added Ron Petro, athletic director, was able to give the team's money for housing expenses for the year. The Red Foxes will have a scrimmage at Vassar on Tuesday. Van Wagner said the attitude of the Vassar program is "recreational," while the Marist program is geared towards a "more competitive" attitude.